GOVERNANCE
MADE EASIER
A guide to our drawdown governance service

THIS IS FOR FINANCIAL ADVISER USE ONLY AND SHOULDN’T BE RELIED UPON BY ANY OTHER PERSON.

Income drawdown challenge
More people are using income drawdown than ever
before. However, income drawdown is not without its
risks. So regular reviews and governance are critical to
delivering the best outcomes for your clients.
We understand that monitoring the sustainability of your
clients’ income can be both time-consuming and costly for
your business.
This guide tells you how our drawdown
governance service will help you monitor the
income your drawdown clients are taking and tell
you when things are heading off track.
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Getting started
It’s really easy to access the service as it sits with the rest of
the Royal London tools. Simply log in to our online service at
adviser.royallondon.com and select the drawdown governance service.
Here’s a quick outline of how our service works.
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Review plans
in the service

Calculate income
sustainability score

Present
information

Every quarter, we’ll carry
out a detailed review of
all the plans that you’ve
asked to be included in the
service. This includes any
new plans you’ve added
to the service since the
last quarter.

We’ll use a stochastic
model to calculate a new
income sustainability
score for each client and
assign an income outlook
rating to their plan, so you
can see if their income
sustainability is on track,
based on what you agreed.

We’ll present the
information for you on
your dashboard, so you
can clearly see all the
key information about
your drawdown clients
in one place. You can
also use our service
to create professional
client reports.
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Step 1: Review plans in the service
Every quarter, we’ll carry out a detailed review of all the plans that you’ve
asked to be included in the service. This includes any new plans you’ve
added to the service since the last quarter.
How do I add or remove clients from the service?
You can add and remove clients to the service in a few simple steps.

To add a new client:

To add an existing client:

To remove a client:

1 Complete a new business Income
Release application form, with the
following information:

1 Select the View all clients tab on
the dashboard.

1 Select the View all clients tab on
the dashboard.

2 Select the Plans excluded
from this service tab on
the next screen.

2 Select the Plans included in this
service tab on the next screen.

• Confirmation to include the
client in the service.
• Whether they’re targeting an
income for life (annuity) or
income to age (drawdown).
• What age they want to target.
2 Return the form to your dedicated
New Business Consultant.

3 Select Add to service.
4 Enter the following information:
• Nominated income
sustainability score.
• Gross contributions.
• Gross income.
• The age, target and investment
growth the client hopes to
achieve. You can change
this at any time.
Once you’ve added a client to the
service, their information will be
available on your dashboard from
the next quarter.
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3 Select Remove from service.
The client will be removed from
the service from the next quarter.
You can add them back into the
service at any time and they’ll
reappear on your dashboard from
the next quarter.

What information is included in the
detailed review?
Our service will look at expected plan activity i.e.
things you’ve already agreed with your client, such as
contributions paid and expected and income paid and
expected. It will also review market behaviour such as
market risk, credit risk and investment returns over the
last 12 months.
There are certain things which our service can’t
take account of. These are changes to your client’s
circumstances, such as unemployment and changes in
health, which you’ll need to help them re-plan for.

Important
We may not be able to add a client to the
service for the following reasons:
• Their plan is a non-Pension Portfolio with
Income Release plan or another type of
income drawdown plan, such as Tal98 ID.
• Their plan is a self-invested personal
pension plan (SIPP).
• There are issues with the client data, for
example, they’ve reached their target age.
You’ll need to change their target age to
include them in the service.
Our service is also unavailable as a direct
service to clients.
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Step 2: Calculate income sustainability score
We’ll use a stochastic model to calculate a new income sustainability
score for your clients. We’ll also calculate investment return over the last
12 months and give each client an income outlook rating.
How is the income sustainability score
initially calculated?

What do the income
outlook ratings mean?

We’ll calculate an initial score for new clients using the
information you provide on the new business Income
Release application form.

We worked with Moody’s Analytics to review a few key
time points over the past 10 years in order to capture
and consider events that represent normal market
fluctuations, as well as considering any abnormal events.

What is a stochastic model?
Deterministic models are based on one growth rate or
one scenario. By adding more scenarios, we can get a
better indication of what’s likely to happen.
Stochastic models are based on many different scenarios.
Our service uses 1,000 different scenarios, giving you a
better indication of whether or not the client’s likely to
meet their target income.

How does the stochastic model work?
The stochastic model we use is provided by Moody’s
Analytics, who are known experts in this field.
The model is designed to use the following factors to
provide an income sustainability outlook:
• Investment performance – it takes into account the
performance of key investment types and portfolios.
• Macro-economic – it assesses the key economic
factors which can impact a client’s income objectives
and outcomes, such as inflation, interest rates
and longevity.
Once our service has calculated a new income
sustainability score for each client, it will compare this
to their nominated income sustainability score and give
each client an income outlook rating.
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Our service reviews the potential sustainability of your
clients’ income against their target using five income
outlook ratings, as shown opposite. You can also view a
description of the income outlook ratings by selecting
the How are ratings calculated? link on your dashboard.

1

RISK RATING 1 - On track

The client is likely to be on track if the difference
between the nominated income sustainability
and current sustainability scores are within plus
or minus 10%.

2

RISK RATING 2 - For review

The client is likely to be off track if the difference
between the nominated income sustainability
and current sustainability scores are within plus
or minus 20%.

3

RISK RATING 3 - May need attention

The client is likely to be off track if the difference
between the nominated income sustainability
and current sustainability scores are within plus
or minus 20% and we believe the investment
growth achieved in the last 12 months is not in line
with inflation.

4

RISK RATING 4 - Needs attention

The client is likely to be significantly off track if
the difference between the nominated income
sustainability and current sustainability scores are
outside plus or minus 20%.
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3. Target
The calculations we use to assess a plan’s income
sustainability account for the target your client has
nominated. For example, income to age 87 or annuity at
age 87 (expressed as “Income for life”).

4. Investment growth
RISK RATING 5 - Needs urgent attention

Our assumptions

We calculate the plan’s expected investment growth rate
over the life of the plan by using a standard deterministic
model. This is the same model we use in all illustrations.
However, unlike other illustrations the client receives,
the drawdown governance illustrations don’t cap the
growth rates or adjust them to allow for inflation. To
find out the difference between a deterministic model
and a stochastic model, read the What is a stochastic
model? section on page 6 of this guide.

The assumptions we use in our service are updated
every quarter to reflect current market conditions. We
also make certain assumptions to help us present plan
information in a clear and simple way. Here’s more
information about our assumptions and what they mean
for your clients.

We calculate the actual investment growth rate over
the last 12 months by reviewing the value of the plan
12 months ago and the value of the plan at the review
date, ignoring any payments in and out of the plan. This
means that the expected and actual investment growth
rates are unlikely to be the same.

1. Gross contributions

5. Investments

This is the expected and actual annual gross
contributions made to the plan. The calculations we use
to assess a plan’s income sustainability account for any
contributions being made up to age 75, when no further
contributions can be made.

The investments shown and used in our drawdown
governance illustrations are based on the client’s
investments on the review date. If they’re invested in
a Governed Portfolio, Governed Retirement Income
Portfolio, or Investment Strategy, we’ll allow for future
changes we expect to happen within that investment.

The client is likely to be significantly off track if
the difference between the nominated income
sustainability and current sustainability scores
are outside plus or minus 20% and we believe the
investment growth achieved in the last 12 months
is not in line with inflation.

2. Other payments out
Any payments out which aren’t regular payments will
be shown here. The calculations we use to assess a
plan’s income sustainability don’t account for any future
payments, but they do account for all payments that have
already been made to the client.

If they’re invested in specific funds and they’ve selected
different investment instructions for different funds, we
won’t project the funds separately at increment level.
This means that our service will assume that future
investments are the same as existing investments.
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6. Annual Management Charge (AMC)

9.Gross income (for capped cases)

This is a weighted or approximate AMC which we use
across all funds. The calculations we use to assess a plan’s
income sustainability don’t account for future changes
in AMC, as the value of the plan can vary. Different
AMCs may also apply to different increments on your
client’s plan. This means that our service could overstate
or understate the sustainability of your client’s income.

The calculations we use to assess a plan’s income
sustainability uses the annual income amount and not
the monthly (or quarterly) amount. The figure shown
in the Edit nomination pop-up is the annual income
amount divided by the frequency of payments. This
might be slightly different to what you’re client is
actually receiving if their income has changed during
the review year. After the plan review date, the income
payment will be the amount the client would normally
expect. Your client’s income sustainability score won’t be
affected by any differences in the payment amount.

7. Adviser Charge (AC)
This is a weighted or approximate AC. Different ACs
may apply to different increments. Any monetary AC
amounts have been converted to a percentage of fund
in drawdown governance illustrations. This means that
our service could overstate or understate how much the
client’s paying, depending on the weighting of each
increment and the AC amount.

8. Annuity assumptions
The calculations we use to assess a plan’s income
sustainability assume that the client takes a single life
annuity with no guarantee period and that no tax-free
cash lump sum is taken.
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10. Overall service accuracy
Our service has been developed with a great deal of
diligence and is based on a strong model. However, it’s
important to remember that it’s just a model and certain
limitations apply.

Step 3: Present information
Once we’ve calculated a new income sustainability score for your
clients, we’ll present the information for you on your dashboard. So
you can clearly see all the key information about your drawdown
clients in one place.
Your dashboard gives you an instant
health check of your clients’ plans
and it’s colour coded so you can
see how each plan is doing. Each
colour is rated 1 – 5. 1 means the
client’s income sustainability is on
track, based on what you agreed
with the client, and 5 means it
needs urgent attention. You can also
keep track of how many reviews
you’ve carried out.
Further down the dashboard is a list
of your clients. They’re organised in
priority order, with red plans at the
top, so you can quickly see which
ones need your attention. As well
as the usual information such as
name and plan number, you can also
see each client’s nominated income
sustainability score and whether
they’re on track. We’ll assess this
for you on a quarterly basis, so you
don’t have to.
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SCENARIO 1:
Client where
action is needed
Let’s have a look at a client in more
detail. The screen opposite is the
plan details screen for Susan Forbes.
The graph shows the trends in
Susan’s income sustainability
outlook. The box to the right of the
graph provides a summary of her
status and compares her long term
and short term outlook.
As already agreed with her adviser,
Susan took an ad hoc payment of
£1,000 from her plan.
The table below the graph provides
a comparison of what Susan and her
adviser expected to happen versus
what actually happened. It looks at
things such as contributions into the
plan, gross income and investment
growth. So you’ll have everything
you need to have a discussion with
your clients about their plan.
We can see that as well as taking
an ad hoc payment from her plan,
investments haven’t performed
quite as expected. These two
factors together have reduced
Susan’s income sustainability score
from 71% to 60%.
Our service has recognised this and
has highlighted Susan as ‘at risk’
of running out of money early by
assigning income outlook rating
3 to her plan.
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Now that we’ve identified why
Susan’s income sustainability has
changed, you can create a client
report quickly and easily by selecting
Download plan details in the
right-hand menu.
This will produce a CSV file with
all the information you need, which
you can easily import into the word
template we’ll provide
The report will summarise the key
information you’d like to discuss
with Susan at your review meeting.
Once you’ve agreed any actions
with Susan at your review meeting,
you can make any changes to her
nominated income sustainability
score, gross contributions, gross
income, target age and investment
growth rate by selecting Edit
nomination in the right-hand menu.
This will take you to the Review
Income Sustainability screen.
When you’re in this screen, you can
view and calculate a new nominated
income sustainability score.
Any agreed changes will be effective
from the next quarter when they’ll
be available on your dashboard.
You can record any decisions or
actions you’ve taken and review your
notes from previous discussions with
Susan in the ‘Review notes’ section,
helping you meet your compliance
and record keeping requirements.
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SCENARIO 2:
Client where no
action is needed
Now let’s have a look at how
to create a report for clients
who are green.
The dashboard is organised in risk
order. As an example, you can view
green clients more easily by using
the filter function on the dashboard.
The same applies for all clients.
There’s also a handy search function
on the dashboard that lets you
search for clients by name.
Our service lets you create reports
for green clients in bulk, saving you
time and effort. We’ll also provide
a CSV file with all the information
you need which you can easily
import into the word template
we’ll provide.
You can use this report to meet
your compliance requirements
and demonstrate the service you’re
providing. You can also use it to
ask clients about any change in
circumstances that might affect their
income sustainability. This allows
you to provide an ongoing review
service cost-effectively.

These scenarios are for illustration purposes only.
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Professional client reports
You can use our service to create professional client reports. The report
is written from you to your client, so you can demonstrate the work that
you’ve done and the expertise you’re providing.

YOUR INCOME REPORT SUMMARY
Your name: Mrs Susan Forbes

Your plan number: 3345555

Review date: 01-Jan-16

CONCERNS:
The Income report summary dated 31-Dec-15 has raised the following concerns,
which I’d like to discuss at our next meeting:

INCOME PROBABILITY:

•
•

Mrs Susan Forbes
57 Henderson Row
Edinburgh
EH3 5DL
Dear Mrs Susan Forbes,

Date 21/04/16

YEARLY INCOME REVIEW
When you took out an Income Release plan with Royal London, we agreed that I’d regularly review
your plan to ensure it remains on track and provides you with your desired income.
I'm writing to let you know that after reviewing your plan and taking into account the life expectancy
we discussed, the level of contributions being paid into your plan over the last 12 months, investment
performance and the level of income you're currently receiving, your plan's income sustainability
score is currently 60%. This is not the same as we expected.
It’s possible to change this going forward and I’d encourage us to get together to discuss your options.
It’s also important that we discuss any changes in your personal circumstances and take these changes
into account going forward.
I’ve enclosed a copy of your Income report summary which provides an overview of your plan for
the last 12 months. We’ll discuss the report when we meet up. You should also keep a copy of the
report in a safe place for future reference.

Nominated income sustainability score:

71%

Current income sustainability score:

60%

Your income sustainability
score is lower than we
expected, there's a chance
you could run out of
money

CONTRIBUTIONS:
Expected contributions paid during this
period: £

0

Actual contributions paid: £

0

5,000.00

Actual yearly income paid during this
period: £

5,000.00

INVESTMENT:
Current investment choice:

NEXT STEPS:
At our next meeting I’d like to discuss:
The concerns detailed above.
•
•

If there’s any change to your health or personal circumstances.

•

If there’s any change to your short/long term objectives.

The amount you're
contributing into your plan
is the same as we
expected.

INCOME
Targeted yearly income during this period: £

Based on current contributions, the level of income may not be sustainable long
term and needs to be reviewed.
If you want to go back to the income sustainability scores we originally discussed,
you’ll need change to your income.

Your income level is the
same as we expected.

Governed Retirement
Income Portfolio 4

We agreed that as part of the services I provide to you, we’ll meet up every quarter to review your
plan. However, as your plan’s not currently meeting your income objectives, I recommend that we
meet up sooner. I’ll contact you in a couple of days to arrange a convenient date to meet up and
discuss the report in more detail and agree your next steps.
Yours sincerely,
[Name of adviser]

You can create individual client reports, or you can create
reports in bulk. The reports are pre-filled automatically
using the information you’ve already provided.

The report is clear and easy to read and summarises the
key information you may want to discuss with your client
at your review meeting.

You can send the report to clients as it is, or you can
edit the report to help you meet your own compliance
requirements. You can also personalise the report with
your company logo.

You can also download an adviser report which provides
the same overview as your dashboard. It’s up to you
how you use this report. For example, you can use it as
a task list to set up review meetings with your clients or
store a copy of the report to show that a client review
has taken place.
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Benefits for you and your clients
Client understanding

Professional client reports

Help your clients understand how likely it is that they’ll
meet their desired income target.

You can create unbranded and editable client reports
to help you demonstrate the work you’ve done and the
expertise you’re providing.

Flexibility
It’s up to you which clients you include in the service.
You can add and remove clients in a few easy steps. You
can also edit clients’ nominated income sustainability
score at any time. Any changes you make will be
effective from the next quarter.

Minimal input
Core client information is fed through from our online
service. You only need to provide three new pieces
of information in order to use the service, saving you
time and effort.

Clear audit trail
You can use the service to keep track of how many
reviews you’ve carried out. You can also add review notes
to help meet your compliance requirements.

Sophisticated stochastic model
Our service is powered by a sophisticated stochastic
model, provided by Moody’s Analytics, who are known
experts in this field.

Quarterly updates
Our service calculates new income sustainability scores
for your clients every quarter, based on what’s happening
in the market. So you can check if everything’s on track.

No extra charge
We won’t charge you to use our service, so you can
provide a drawdown review service to your clients
cost-effectively.

Cost-effective
Our service provides all the information you need to
review your drawdown clients quickly and easily, saving
you time and money.

This service shouldn’t be considered as Royal London providing a recommendation or giving
advice. We won’t be held responsible for any advice or recommendations made on the back
of this service.
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Summary
We believe our drawdown governance service will really
help to simplify and improve your review process.
Our drawdown governance service will:
• Use the information you provide to calculate your
clients’ income sustainability score.
• Proactively track clients’ progress against their score
every quarter and highlight any changes.
• Provide the information you need to review your
drawdown clients quickly and easily.
• Produce easy to read client reports.
And we won’t charge you to use this service.

To find out more about our drawdown governance
service and how it can help you and your business, visit
our website at adviser.royallondon.com/dgs or speak to
your usual Royal London contact.
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Royal London
1 Thistle Street, Edinburgh EH2 1DG
royallondon.com
We’re happy to provide your documents in a different format, such as Braille, large print or audio, just ask us when you get in touch.
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